Hicran Ozbuk named ICCA’s Mediterranean Chapter chairperson
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Jul 5, 2017

ISTANBUL CVB’S GM ELECTED AS THE CHAIRPERSON OF ICCA MEDITERRANEAN CHAPTER

General Manager of Istanbul Convention & Visitors Bureau, Hicran Ozbuk has been named as the chairperson of ICCA Mediterranean Chapter for 2 years’ term.

General Manager of Istanbul CVB, Ms. Ozbuk added: "The Mediterranean Chapter has one of the largest number of members of all the operating ICCA Chapters and I am really excited to take the chairperson position of ICCA Med Chapter. I strongly believe that working together as chapter members will create a better atmosphere for networking and business exchange environment. Demonstrating the region’s worldwide meeting potential and collaborating more intensely by sharing our know-how with each other would definitely increase the awareness of our region".